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VISHVAS International Private Limited (VISHVAS) is a Woven & Knits ladies & girls garments manufacturing and exporting 

company, the company has grown from strength to strength. 

The success of the company is all about focus, innovation and the dynamic approach of its management. Over the years and learning 

from experience, It has grown from a niche to a giant catering to the need of garments importers all around the globe. It is one stop 

shop for all ladies & girls apparel needs. 

The company has always kept pace with changing trends in the international garment market and its diverse requirements. As a 

responsible, resourceful & resilient business enterprise, company is committed to remain customer driven and customer focused in all 

times to come, we follow a single-point agenda to set new standards in fashion, and customer's delight which has been following us.

VISHVAS produces 2.5 million garments per annum and it has evolved a near perfect quality control and customer care system. Its 

entire production process is geared to deliver flawless quality garments on committed time. Its state-of-the-art manufacturing facility 

is manned by an experienced team of committed professionals. We have invested on intensive systems to control our business flow 

and have a quality team architecture that ensures the best product for the given price at every step of the lifecycle.

We pride ourselves on delivering quality and being fastest in terms of lead times out of India by always keeping high moral standards 

and conducting business with dignity according to the established rules and regulations.

ABOUT US



PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT

The strength of VISHVAS is its excellence in Designing & Product 

Development, nurtured by handpicked team of designers spelling life in 

fashion.  

VISHVAS has a design office in Spain, where a team of designers keep 

paving way for new fashion every day. Spanish and Indian design team work 

closely to create trend setting styles and boards depending on the various 

brands. Investing substantially in the creation of better designer attires, it 

has achieved some of the most mission-critical benchmarks. The fact is that 

designers at VISHVAS constantly visit exhibitions at Europe which gives 

them an edge over others in designing and maintaining standards.

VISHVAS is relentlessly striving for the position of a pathfinder of 

improved designs and cutting-edge quality. We continue to put our 

efforts to be the first in identifying and addressing latest fashion and exceed 

over expectations from our customers.

VISHVAS believes in fast fashion turnaround, therefore it supplies its  

customers with the latest catwalk trends as the highly experienced design 

team works closely with the fashion trends to generate a range of garments 

that form the basis of the sort of product range it offers.  These designs are 

sampled in-house and once order is placed the entire order life cycle is  

completely managed by our well experienced production team. Design team 

works very close with technical team to place the latest trend in a manner to 

maintain production levels that achieve economies of scale and avoid 

technical problems in production. 

Product improvement is continuous process. Experiments in product 

improvement, for usefulness, comfort & durability are appreciated by 

customers, who often incorporate our suggestions in their own products.



PRODUCTS

VISHVAS has expertise in ladies & girls wear Woven & Knitted Garments covering the complete bracket from basic to 

high Fashion Garments made of exclusive prints, yarn dyes, solid dye, tie dye, ombre dye, hand crinkling, different 

washes or garment dyeing technique, value additions like laces, schifflies, appliqués, crafted beautifully with Hand 

Embroidery, Computer Embroidery, Chain stitch embroidery, hand work, Frame work, Sequin & Bead work, etc..

VISHVAS works with different brands with different product so as a source it offers a huge amount of variety and that is 

its strength.  Fabrics are imported as well as sourced from reputed domestic manufactures to meet the latest trends. 

Below are some of the fabrics qualities used to produce world class garments for the discerning buyers. 

Yarns/Blends: Cotton, Viscose, Vortex, Polyester, Rayon, Modal, Tencil, Linen, Cotton-Viscose, Cotton Polyester, 

Cotton Modal, Poly Viscose, Poly Modal, Spandex with different blends, Yarn Dyed etc.

All above Yarns/Blends are weaved/knitted in various constructions listed below, Woven Construction: 

Voile, Cambric, Poplin, Crepe, Moss, Dobby, Georgette, Chiffon, Chambray, Twill, Duck, Canvas, Mesh, Sheeting

Knits Construction: Single Jersey, Rib/Drop needles, Interlock, Pique, Jacquard, Fleece, Terry, Thermal, Crepe Jersey, 

These various fabrics are used to develop an outstanding product range for various categories…

Circular Knitted Tops, T-Shirts, Dresses, Leggings Etc..    

Woven Blouses, Shirts, Tunics, Dresses, Jackets, Skits Etc..

Mix & Match Garments with Knits & Woven Fabrics. 



Quality is the strongest pillar of VISHVAS . Since its inception, 

VISHVAS has kept a steady pace with the changing trends in garment 

production technology and the requirements of its buyers. That is the 

reason why it has been able to serve its buyers to their specification. 

It’s state-of-the-art in-house check parameters follow a 2-tier quality 

test system. This full proof check ensures that the best quality raw 

material is procured, and the flawless quality product sees the light of 

the day. Garments manufactured by VISHVAS display a distinct 

quality and a lot of value addition. VISHVAS offers its buyers 

consistent and uniform quality. The production process has online 

quality check points at every stage of garment production to ensure 

that. These check points are manned by seasoned QC professionals. 

Fabrics sourced by VISHVAS are very much reliable and have proper 

dimensional control, colour fastness, shrinkage control and uniform 

quality dyeing. The fabrics undergo stringent checks before these 

area put to use to ensure good quality product. At VISHVAS, we use 

Hi-tech machines to improve quality and make our products cost 

effective, Multi skilled work force and high competent back room 

operations which makes the process well organised from start to 

finish. 

Competitive edge of VISHVAS lies in its flawless quality and 

boundless innovations.

We pride ourselves on delivered quality and the fastest in terms of 

lead times out of India by always keeping high moral standards 

and conducting business with dignity according to the established 

rules and regulations. 

VISHVAS is a people company with highly motivated in technical 

staff. As a conscientious corporate, we constantly initiate to help 

our people attain the utmost of their professional and personal 

levels. 

The regular workshops, seminars and learning session by leading 

industry professionals are just a few efforts to realigning the skills 

of our people in the current global scenario.

Quality



VISHVAS provides a world class, safe and hazard free, well fit and 

ventilated work environment to its people. There is provision for clean 

drinking water (RO system) and clean toilets for the people who work for it. 

Adequate fire safety measures have been in its manufacturing facility.

Our multidimensional thinking; look around the globe for improved 

equipment’s and inspiration. Our endeavour is to keep ourselves abreast with 

technological improvements world over for betterment in quality, time 

management, production capacity and promptness. With this in mind, we 

have established automated facility where we are meeting the world best 

standards. We have latest equipment’s like UBTs, CAD System for pattern 

making, Automatic marker to cut down fabric wastage and 600 latest 

stitching machines. All this enable us to fulfil assignment of any magnitude, 

while ensuring the stiff quality parameter within the shortest deadline.

In the times to come, VISHVAS plans to expand its manufacturing 

operations. It has drawn ambitious plans to install new machines for this 

purpose in the very new future. 

INFRASTRUCTURE



MACHINERY

1. JUKI  UBT Single Needle   -  300

2. JUKI Single Needle    -  200

3. JUKI Feeder Arm    -  02

4. JUKI Double Needle Lock Stitch  -  03

5. JUKI Double Needle Chain Stitch  -  04

6. JUKI Edge Cutter    -  15

7. JUKI Button Hole    -  02

8. JUKI Button     -  02

9. JUKI Bar Tuck     -  01

10. PEGASUS Over Lock 5 Thread  -  35 

11. PEGASUS Over Lock 4 Thread  -  25

12. PEGASUS Flat Lock Ordinary   -  09 

13. PEGASUS Flat Lock Compressor  -  05

14. PEGASUS Rib Cutter    -  04

15. GRAPHTEC Pattern Cutting Plotter  -  01

16. KANSAI     -  01

17. HASHIMA Fusing Machine   -  02

18. HASHIMA Needle Detector Machine  -  01

19. BARUDAN Embroidery Machine  -  01

20. Manual Embroidery Machine   -  04  

21. FIRBIMATIC Dry cleaning Machine 30 KG -  02

22. RAMSONS Spotting Machine   -  02

23. RAMSONS Pressing Table   -  40

24. EASTMAN Cutting Machine   -  05

25. EASTMAN Bend Knife    -  01

26. ETP Plant     -  01

27. STP Plant     -  01

28. STEEFAB Washing Machine 30 KG  -  02

29. STEEFAB Tumbler 25 KG   -  03

30. STEEFAB Water Extractor   -  02

31. CUMINS Generator 250 KVA   -  01

32. CUMINS Generator 125 KVA   -  01

33. Boiler PNG 200 KG    -  01

34. Boiler 100 KG     -  01

35. Bolier 50 KG     -  01

Below is list of latest Machinery :-



VISHVAS is government recognised export house & production facility complies to health and safety. 

Social/security norms. 

VISHVAS  is committed to being an equal opportunity employer. It is also dedicated to the welfare of 

its workers and is sensitive  to their aspirations. It is an employer and an employee friendly company. 

Inherent in the corporate philosophy of VISHVAS is the welfare of its people who help it manufacture 

and deliver garments that are a cut above the rest. 

VISHVAS also strictly condemns the uses of child labor at its manufacturing facility. No person below 

the age of 18 years is allowed to enter its premises. It also shares the social, humanitarian and 

environmental concerns of its buyers. It abides by their guidelines on these issues. 

COMPLIANCE

Our people are our strength :-



VISHVAS prides itself in the huge network of relationships developed across world over period of years 

with its clients and the loyal staff that has worked diligently to form almost fault free systems to 

ensure the best in service as per client’s specifications. 

We believe in giving our clients value for their money. 

Here are some of the renowned clients in fashion industry VIPL works for.  

 Our Mission is to determine our pursuit towards newer innovations and mission-critical solutions. In 

order to do so, we shall keep on adapting ourselves with the technological improvements to be the 

first and foremost in meeting the buyers’ expectations.

Together we can, 

With our experience and thorough understanding of global market, world’s best practices and 

production standards, In-house capabilities to meet shortest deadlines and fulfilling orders of 

magnitude. We can be your partner in redefining perfection. 

CLIENTS



PLANNED & ORGANISED

PRODUCTION

PROCESS
STORES PACKGING

PRODUCTION CUTTING

TECHNICAL WASHING

Q/A

TECHNICAL PACKAGE OF STYLE

HANDED BY THE MERCHANDISING DEPT.

ALONG WITH T & A PLAN

STORE ISSUES G.R.N.

WITHIN 24 WORKING HRS. 

FABRIC & TRIMS

IN-HOURS AS PER T&C

FABRIC
INSPECTION

100%  INSPECTION BY C&A

REPORT TO BE SUBMITTED WITHIN 48 HRS.
TRIM INSPECTION

MERCHANDISING ISSUES

CUTTING PLAN & CUT SHEETFABRIC ISSUED TO CUTTING

AS PER CUT SHEET QUANTITY

BULK FABRIC CUTTING

AND LAYING

PILOT RUN OF 100 UNITS

ALL SAMPLES 

TO BE APPROVED

Fusing & Assorting 

IN-PUT

FINAL INSPECTION 24 Hrs.

BEFORE DELIVERY DATE

OUT-PUT

SHIPMENT

SHADE
SEND 100%

10%
SHRINKAGE

10% FABRIC
4 PI SYSTEM

DEFECTS WIDTH SHADING

LAY SHEET TO BE 
CIRCULATED DAILY

PROD. MGR. MERCHANDISER

SEWING

SEWING

IN-LINE CHECKING

FINAL LINE CHECKING

OFFER SAMPLE

SEEING SAMPLE

PHOTO SHOOT

REF. PRE. PRODUCT 

T.P.O

PROD SALES CIRCULATED AS 10 A.M.

LOADING PLAN BY PROD. MANAGER 

WASHING

FINISHING

TRIMMING

FINAL CHECK
PACKING

PRESSING
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